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PROSPECT BURMA KEEPING THE FLAME OF EDUCATION ALIVE ISSUE 25



WINTER 2012/13



2012 A YEAR TO REMEMBER
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By any standards, 2012 has been a remarkable year for the cause of Prospect Burma. Political events have unfolded at unprecedented speed. As political repression lessened, Aung San Suu Kyi and the National League for Democracy won a landslide victory of seats into parliament; UK Prime Minister David Cameron and US President Barack Obama both visited Rangoon; and in June Prospect Burma welcomed our inspirational supporter Aung San Suu Kyi on her first visit to the United Kingdom in a quarter of a century. All such developments seemed unthinkable just a year ago. Long overdue and welcome as such changes are, 2012 also served many reminders of Burma’s grave needs and just how far reform and educational progress have still to go. Under President Thein Sein, political transition is still at a very tentative stage and many challenges remain. Decades of internal conflict and military rule have left Burma at the bottom of international league tables in every aspect of national life, from education and health to social and economic affairs. For Prospect Burma these have been momentous times of new challenges and opportunities.



“I appeal to our friends and supporters all over the world to help Burma towards a sound future by giving generously to Prospect Burma.”



Aung San Suu Kyi



Educational activities inside the country have increased, and PB trustee Dr Thein Lwin returned to establish The Thinking Classroom Foundation in Bago. But many citizens are yet to see any fruits of change, not least in the Kachin and Rakhine states where over 150,000 people were internally displaced during new cycles of ethnic conflict. In summary, 2012 was the most hopeful year in Burma in many decades. But it is vital that efforts towards democratic progress and ethnic peace are sustained in the years ahead. A new chapter is just beginning, and Prospect Burma still has much to achieve.



PROSPECT BURMA Keeping the flame of education alive



Chairman’s Comment Prospect Burma’s Chairman, Robert Gordon, gives his views
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The year began with the release of many prominent political prisoners and the start of frenzied campaigning in 45 by-elections, won overwhelmingly by Daw Aung San Suu Kyi’s National League for Democracy. Scarcely less important, the Burmese kyat’s official and open market exchange rates were unified in April, bringing much needed transparency to the accounts of the state owned enterprises.



©Homer Sykes



What a year 2012 has been for Burma and for Prospect Burma!



In June, we were all intensely moved by Daw Suu’s long-awaited return to the UK. It was touching to see how warmly she greeted her old friends at her birthday party in St Hugh’s College Oxford, some of whom she had not met for more than quarter of a century. She also found time in her packed schedule to encourage the Trustees of Prospect Burma to maintain and expand our work, of which she has been a generous benefactor for more than 20 years. In September she visited the United States and in November India, where she was able to see the Prospect Burma School in New Delhi which caters for some of the most deprived elements of the Burmese diaspora. (See page 7). These historic visits confirmed the impression that she is a huge national asset to her country and – if the goodwill persists on the side of the government - is capable of unlocking substantial resources to help Burma make a fresh start. At the same time, it also reinforces the fragility of Burma’s unusual transition towards democracy, which continues to rely disproportionately on the relationship between Daw Suu and a handful of reformist ministers under President Thein Sein.
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Of course it is not all plain sailing. The upsurge of Muslim-Buddhist violence in Rakhine State in June and even more destructively in October is the latest tragic manifestation of a decades-old problem. Tens of thousands of Kachins in the north have been displaced by the resumption of fighting there. And tensions over some of the extractive industries, most notably the copper mine near Monywa, have sometimes been met by force. For Prospect Burma, it has been a moment to reassess our role. It is clear that, even in the most optimistic of scenarios, it will be many years before Burmese universities can offer adequate training to their students. So we shall have to continue our core function of university-level training abroad for a while yet. At the same time, new possibilities are opening up within Burma for targeted educational initiatives, building on the skills and talents of our returned and returning students. In response to Daw Suu’s request, Prospect Burma has been refining the choice of subjects for future scholarships, focusing on those areas of most need to the future leaders and administrators of Burma. We are most grateful to supporters and trustees for enabling us to raise more than £30,000 for a scholarship in memory of Lady Patricia Gore-Booth who died in February 2012. I look forward to seeing as many of you as possible at the The Savile Club on 22nd March and Petyt Hall on 20th June. (See Dates for your Diary page 6). 2



BURMA WATCH



During 2012, Burma appeared at a new political crossroads. The legacies of repression and internal conflict remained. But for the first time in many decades, it was possible to consider a new future of multi-ethnic and multi-party democracy – a future that citizens across the country have long aspired to. There were, however, many warnings of new crises ahead. Hope and reconciliation have long been needed in Burmese politics. But realism is also needed if the failures of the past are to be addressed and all citizens included in the challenges of reform. There have been too many disappointments for naive optimism now. On a positive note, political accommodation continued between the Thein Sein government and pro-democracy groups following the victory of Aung San Suu Kyi’s National League for Democracy in the April by-elections. Censorship generally relaxed; many exiles were allowed to return; and political debate was more open than critics dared predict when President Thein Sein first came to power. A new energy is apparent among media, social and other civil society networks across Burma today, especially in Rangoon and the main conurbations. The international community, too, remained keen to encourage reform and any opportunity of a “Burmese spring”. UK Prime Minister David Cameron, US President Barack Obama and UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon were among global leaders who visited the country; Western sanctions continued to be lifted; and international business and aid groups, including the World Bank, joined the acceleration in Western tourists visiting the country. As important evidence of change, the government allowed Aung San Suu Kyi to visit Europe and the USA where she was greeted by welcoming audiences after so many years of house arrest. As the year wore on, however, there were increasing worries about the real depth of reform. The political landscape is undoubtedly changing. But the armed forces continued to dominate many aspects of national life, and it will be 2015 before another general election and broader reforms are likely to be entertained. An estimated 200 political prisoners remained in jail; land-grabbing by government-favoured companies has increased; and many citizens fear negative consequences from massive natural resource and infrastructure projects driven by Burma’s powerful neighbours. In particular, over 80 citizens, including Buddhist monks, were injured in the suppression of community protests against a Chinese-run copper mine near Monywa, where many villages have lost their land. Of greatest urgency, however, remained unrest in Burma’s ethnic borderlands. Under the new government, ceasefires have spread to the majority of armed ethnic groups in the country. But hundreds of lives were lost and over 70,000 villagers internally-displaced during continuing government offensives in the Kachin and northern Shan states. Meanwhile over 100,000 civilians were displaced in the Rakhine state during communal violence that broke out between Buddhist and Muslim peoples. With over 150,000 Karen and other refugees in Thailand and many Chin exiles also in India, it is clear that Burma has a long way to go before it truly becomes a land of peace. It will be essential therefore that the momentum towards reconciliation and democracy is stepped up in the year ahead. After decades of military rule, the landscape for change undoubtedly progressed during 2012. But the needs of Burma’s peoples remain immense, and the country will only face more suffering if the hopes and opportunities for reform are not now seized. 2013 will be another vital and defining year. 3



PB Internship Students Prospect Burma is now providing funding to enable some of our students to take up internships either during the university holidays or immediately after graduation. In 2012 we allocated £5,057. Naw Angeline who was studying for a Bachelor’s in Mass Communication in Thailand, sent a very strong application about her desire to study photojournalism as a means to help her home community, and an internship for three months was arranged with a major newspaper in Cambodia “Although I used to work in a private journal in my country, it can’t compare to 200 people working in a huge room. I had only seen this kind of office in the movies and I used to have a dream to work in that kind of place. My photo editor always used to give comments on my photos. He explained how to use the camera and showed me a better way to take photos. I felt so grateful. After one month I went to Siem Reap and took lots of photos of the floating village. On 22nd September my dream came true. I saw my photo of the floating village on the front page. I couldn’t speak for a while as if I were dumb. Some time later, the outskirts of Phnom Penh were flooded. I went across the river to the temples since it was a full moon day. I took photos of the flooded area and one of my photos was published the next day. While I was in Cambodia, I learnt not only about photojournalism but also about the culture of the Khmer people. My favourite food was fried frogs and sugar cane juice. Now I have finished studying and I came back to Burma in December and started working as a journalist. This internship taught me a lot for my future.”



Saw Po, a Karen student studying economics in Thailand, worked with the micro-finance team in a small village outside Yangon renowned for its potters. He was able to make suggestions to them based on his own knowledge of economics, and took part in training the villagers on financial management, market access and the process of their micro-revolving loan programme. He also tried his hand as a potter! “My main duty was finance and accountant assistant on the Micro-Revolving Fund. I had to understand how they gave loans to potters’ families, what is the interest rate, loan contract, rules and regulations, when they collected back their loans and so on. I knew the micro-credit business well after my internship and I think I am able to start and manage a micro-credit programme. I also did some research about the life of the potter society and ceramic business. I went to pot factories and did research and interviews about pot production. I think it helped me to improve my research skills. ... this internship helped me to understand more about community work and community based organization in Myanmar. It has developed my skills on community work such as research, interview, and communication skills because I had to work together with community worker and I had to interact with people in project side during my internship. It also helped me to apply my finance and accounting skills. ”



In addition to internships, we also encourage our students to undertake voluntary work whilst at university. Kelvin, who is studying computer science engineering in Delhi, returned to his Chin village during the winter break and used his time to help fellow PB alumnus, Dr Sasa, build the new training centre for 400 community health workers in Lailinpi. Here, he shows the progress from building to opening the centre. (Please note some names have been changed).
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Fraser Wilson, Executive Director, reports on



SCHOLARSHIPS



We are now near the end of processing scholarships for the academic year 2012/13 although we still have some outstanding work to do on those for students in India. Taking account of the rising costs for continuing students and the need to ensure that our scholarship programme remains sustainable, we decided that, although we had many excellent applications, we needed to cut back on the number of new scholarships this year. Thus we have, so far, taken on only 18 new scholarships compared to 44 for the same period last year. The total, excluding India, from 469 applications (553 in 2011/12), is therefore 88, compared to 110 last year. We expect to give around 30-35 scholarships in India making a total of around 120 for the year. This compares with 155 given in 2011/12. The scholarships that we have already awarded cover a range of subjects with the greatest numbers being in Education, Nursing, PPE, Development, Social Science, Business Studies, and Public Health. Among other subjects being studied are Science, including Environmental Science, Human Rights, Public Administration and Law. We constantly keep the relevance of our priority subjects in mind and, because of the changing situation in Burma, for next year we have decided to focus on subjects that are directly relevant to the development of Burma in the short term. Once again we are delighted that many of our students are returning to Burma immediately after their graduation. Of the 23 who finished their courses in 2012, eleven have already returned with eight of them working in the fields of education, health and journalism. In addition to those who have returned, nine former students are doing Burma related work elsewhere. And one has gone on to study for a PhD.



Scholarship Awards for Financial Year 2012 –2013 COUNTRY



Number of Grantees



Male/Female



Combined cost of Grants( £)



Average cost of Grants (£)



Australia Bangladesh Canada China Hong Kong India Korea Malaysia Philippines Portugal S Africa Thailand UK USA



0 (2) 2 (1) 0(1) 1 (1) 3 (3)



0/0 1/1 0/0 1/0 2/1



0 4312 0 5,319 13,543



0 2156 0 5,319 5,252



1 (1) 13 (17) 1 (0) 1 (1) 53(68) 8 (9) 3(5)



1/1 0/1 6/7 1/0 1/0 31/22 7/1 2/1



6,875 4,375 48,160 937 187 209,466 27,100 10,312



3,437 4,375 3,704 937 187 3,952 3,387 3,437



88 (110)



53/35 (59/51)



330,586 (342,995)



3,756 (3,118)



TOTALS (2011)



Not yet known



2 (1)



Notes:



1. India details are excluded throughout. Details in red are therefore provisional. 2. 2011 figures are shown in brackets. 3. An average exchange rate of £1/$1.6 has been applied. 4. Figures are for the grants only and do not include bank charges or any other associated costs.



STUDENT CONFERENCE The 2012 student conference took place in Cha-am in Thailand in early November and was attended by 137 recipients of scholarships with 37, the highest number of the groups, being Prospect Burma scholars. The developments in Burma provided an energizing influence on the conference and there were sessions involving ’88 Generation Student Leaders, writers on Burma, academics, and representatives of NGOs. Among the topics discussed were educational development, leadership development, the transition in Burma, and ethnic conflict and peace building. Student alumni very kindly gave the benefit of their experience in a range of fields. But the highlight for the students, and most others, was a specially recorded video message of encouragement from Daw Aung San Suu Kyi which can be viewed on our website. The conference was an opportunity for the students to hear about opportunities for the future, to find out about aspects of transition that may impact on the country, to think about some of the sensitive and difficult issues that are facing Burma, to learn from those who have gone through similar experiences to themselves, and to make contacts that may lead to co-operative working in the future. The students were enthusiastic in their participation and showed that they were taking a keen interest in developments in Burma and were motivated to identify how they might play a part in these. This was again a chance for me to meet a number of our scholars at once and, as always, I was impressed by the commitment and resolve shown by them. It was clear that the developments inside the country had spurred many of them to look to return as soon as they had completed their studies to begin to contribute to its future. 5



NEWS ROUNDUP



NEWS ROUNDUP



The Baird-Murray family has published a Kindle edition of former PB Director, Maureen Baird-Murray’s memoir, A World Overturned, originally published by Constable. A new paperback edition which includes different pictures and an Epilogue will be published shortly—available from Amazon.



DATES FOR YOUR DIARY Burma’s first ever Literary Festival Under the patronage of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, Burma’s first literary festival kicks off on February 1st 2013 featuring a stellar line up of authors and artists, including none other than Prospect Burma Trustee, Caroline Courtauld, whose new book, Myanmar: Burma in Style has just been released.



After a trip to Burma, Ania and Arpat Ozgul from the US, asked for donations to be made to Prospect Burma in lieu of wedding presents. Huge thanks to them and their generous friends and we wish them a very happy married life together.



Classical Concert at The Savile Club Friday March 22nd, 2013 Prospect Burma has great pleasure in inviting you to a charity classical recital in the gracious surrounds of The Savile Club on Friday 22nd March at 6.30pm. We are extremely privileged, yet again, to have Nathan Williamson on piano. Tickets for the concert and a welcome drink are priced at £20, and tickets for the concert, welcome drink and a three-course dinner with wine are priced at £50. £15 donation from each ticket will go towards the Pat Gore-Booth Scholarship Fund. . Book directly with the Savile Club Tel: 020 7629 5462 quoting Prospect Burma Concert on March 22nd.



“The future of this country will be determined by the education of its youth” President Barack Obama Two tickets on Cathay



Pacific



to Hong Kong and two nights for two in a Harbour Room at the



Mandarin Oriental.



That’s the first prize in our raffle to be launched in April; other magnificent prizes include a case of Château



Méaume Bordeaux. Tickets will be mailed out to our UK database in April for a draw on July 1st, so please email or call us if you do NOT wish to receive them. Ewen Hardie you are a STAR! “The Scotland Coast



PROSPECT BURMA’S SUMMER EVENT



to Coast race was one of the hardest and most incredible experiences of my life. To cut a long story short - I ran, I cycled, I ran, I kayaked, I ran, I cycled some more, I ran a lot more then I kayaked to the end.” And he did it all to raise funds for Prospect Burma.



Prospect Burma’s Biennial Summer Event, our major fundraiser, will be held in the delightful Petyt Hall in Chelsea, on Thursday 20th June 2013 from 6pm to 8.30pm. An evening of wine and music, Asian fusion canapés, pink fizz, updates on Burma, an auction and more. Tickets for a minimum donation of £40 each are already available from our office, and numbers are limited so please book as soon as possible. Cheques made payable to Prospect Burma should be sent together with a stamped addressed envelope to the Development Director.



The Ace Foundation have come up trumps again and are funding scholarships for two Burmese students. 6



Daw Suu’s visit to Prospect Burma’s School in Delhi



Daw Suu took time out on her historic trip to India in November to visit Prospect Burma’s school in Delhi and address the students. There are over 5,000 Burmese refugees in Delhi, most of them Chin, and Prospect Burma’s school offers free English and computer tuition to up to 180 students a year. Here some of the students share their thoughts on her visit: “Unexpectedly, the most awaited day came when Daw Suu visited our school. It was the day of emotions, we were nervous, happy, excited. She arrived a bit late but finally walked into the school. When we saw here we were speechless, we just looked at her and were amazed to see her right in front of us. I thought I was dreaming. It was the most precious moment of my life. Her advice to us was to study well, to stay in harmony, to be tolerant and be united. We should study hard as we are the young leaders of our country who can rebuild our country. I will always be thankful to Daw Suu and Prospect Burma School.” “Upon seeing many of us in traditional costumes she stated the dress we are wearing reminds her of our beloved country which is built upon various races and a variety of nationals which depict unity, strength and fraternity. In regard to education she encouraged us to concentrate on all subjects especially English and Burmese, and never to give priority to your own opinion but to listen to the views and opinions of others.” “She encouraged us to be useful to our country. She told us that we should speak English well because English is useful in the world, and we should also know Burmese because it is the common language in our country. She encouraged us to stand firm when we are in trouble and difficulty. She reminds us that when you talk with your friend to be sincere and try to concentrate on them. She talked to us friendly and lovingly. I got much strength from her and I will never ever forget that I got a chance to meet her.” “She gave a wonderful speech. She told us to study well and understand each other so that there is peace. She told us to be united, only then could the country progress. She encouraged us to be educated as we are the future leaders of the country. All were listening carefully. There was pindrop silence. We were all lost in her words. I can never forget this day, I am lucky to be a Prospect Burma student otherwise I could never have seen her. I thank Daw Suu for her consideration for us and our school.” 7



PROSPECT BURMA – HOW TO HELP Prospect Burma is a UK registered educational charity supporting scholarships for Burmese students. We are endorsed by Aung San Suu Kyi who contributes to us with money from her Nobel Peace Prize Funds. Last year we received 661 applications from Burmese students for scholarships and were able to award about 120. (Grants to students in India have not yet been finalised) That meant that over 540 Burmese students desperate for an education were turned away. Prospect Burma has several educational schemes to help young people realise their dream of a democratic Burmese society. Our long-standing Partners of Prospect Burma provide us with essential core funding for our work. Joining this key group at just £25 a month (more if you wish) gives us the secure support so vital to our work. The Adopt a Scholarship Scheme costs £800 per part-scholarship per year or £3,500 per full scholarship and lets benefactors support scholarships in specific areas of study, providing muchneeded targeted support for individual students. We also have an Institutional Partner’s Scheme costing £2,000 per year for organisations wishing to support us. You can make donations to us by phoning or writing, or on our website and get your own free webpage using www.justgiving.com So PLEASE if you are going to climb a mountain, write a will, cross a desert or dance across England, please do it in aid of the many students who are hoping for an education and a future, and pledge it to Prospect Burma. Please send your donations, payable to Prospect Burma, to the address on page 2. If you are a UK taxpayer, signing a Gift Aid form with your donation, increases the value of your gift by 20% at no extra cost to you. Our IBAN number is GB07RBOS 161725 10019933 and SWIFT code is RBOS GB2L.



“I was very moved by the material you sent - clearly Prospect Burma is a wonderful cause. I’m signing up to be a regular donor and have completed the Gift Aid form.” WHAT YOUR GIFT WILL PROVIDE £25,000



Supports our English Language Training School for desperately poor Burmese refugees in Delhi



£4,500



English teaching in Kachin State for one year



£2,000



for Institutional Partners for one year



£800



Adopt a Scholarship for one student for one year



£800



to cover a British Council scholarship in Rangoon for one year



£300



to become a Prospect Burma Partner



£100



towards training a teacher in Burma



GIVING FROM AMERICA There are two ways in which our supporters in America can make donations to Prospect Burma. The first is by making cheques payable to “American Friends of Prospect Burma” which has US501c(3) status, and sending them to Zali Win, Treasurer, at P O Box 257, Accord, New York 12404. Alternatively, Prospect Burma is supported by the American Fund for Charities, a US501(c)(3) non-profit organisation EIN 52-2109597. Donations to the American Fund for Charities from US taxpayers are tax deductible to the extent allowed by US law. Prospect Burma has been reviewed by the American Fund for Charities and the Board of the American Fund has determined that Prospect Burma is a suitable organisation to receive grants from a US public charity. For further information please see:



www.americanfund.info
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Fall winter 2013.pdf 

... in hosting a future chapter event â€“ meeting or webinar â€“ at. your institution? Please contact the Program Committee at. [email protected].
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Dress rehearsal info winter 2013 

9:45-11:00 am. Amadeus Players 10:45 am - 12:30 pm. Arrive 10-15 min early. Unpack in the back of the auditorium. Tune in the hallway. Rehearsal on the stage. 11:00 am-12:30 pm. Mozart Players. 11:45 pm - 1:00 pm. Arrive 10-15 min early. Unpack in th
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EFEA Newsletter winter 2013.pdf 

(https://www.facebook.com/pages/EFEA/205470999. 610676?ref=hl), where all the national forums or. individual members can publish their news and. promote ...
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